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NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS. 

What is Truth t 

Editor of the Journal of Speculative Philosophy : 

Sir:?Some comment on the article entitled 
" 
What is Truth?" 

by Mr. A. E. Kroeger in the October number of the Journal I will 
endeavor to express, although in the gossipy style of one whose 
brains are not well settled either as to Truth or as to anything else. 
Very commendable the article is in several respects, to wit: that it is 

brief, and it is clear, and it has at least an ambition to stand alone. 

The last is not the least respect, as due to that Greek simplicity which 
holds the problem close in view and still attempts to state it, or at 
least to declare some strong conviction in regard of it, whereas too 

much is usually said, in discussions, of other previous discussions?in 

dulging and expatiating in the " literature of the topic." Not that I 
would claim for the method which I here approve much hope from 
past examples of success. No : I do not remember any absolute 

stand-alone apothegms which are in themselves explanatory, or of any 
use or meaning save to those who know and learned their truth other 

wise, and who might as well have said them themselves. Thus the 
saying: "the more is thought," or "the more is the thought," (as 
Dr. Stirling reads it) has occasioned words enough to make one wish 
Parmenides had taken a few more words and explained himself. So 
the saying of Heraclitus : "Strife is the father of things," brings with 
it after-thoughts which defeat it as an explanation?for the father and 
children are of one species, and we are only set at referring the father 
to the grandfather, with little hope of reaching the great-great-grizzly 
grandfather of All. So the saying of St. John : 'All things are made 

by the logos," brings after-thoughts as to whether the logos is another 
"thing," and whether there are realities which are not things, yet are 

principles of things?some-thing made by no-thing, yet not nothing. 
The sayings of Jesus also, pregnant with general truth, are but con 
tradictions to all who have not by their own thinking forestalled the 
use of them. "My doctrine is not mine," he says; "the words I 

speak I speak not of myself," etc. So when Master Emerson says, 
"We are wiser than we know," we can but ask, what if not-know 

ledge is competent to itself? how can we know and not know we 
know ? Yet this is clear and suggestive to him who holds the general 
as the life of the particular, and not all revealed in the particular? 
that the genius moves the man (who builds better than he knows,) 
and not that the man manipulates his genius?we being in this regard 
like those toys on the stove pipe, where a little busy figure seems to 
be turning a wheel, which in fact is turning him. And so in this 
light we can understand Goethe when in his later years reviewing his 
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earlier works he said there was much in them which he did not know, 
when he wrote them, and which could not have been written had he 
not been submissive in spirit?or as his detractors might say, full of 

the conceit that he was inspired. But in regard of making absolute 
and uncontradictable statements, I do not see how there is to be a phi 
losophy outside of the philosopher's own head, and left behind when 
he dies, unless there is some method invented to preserve it, so that it 
can be immediately taught and communicated to a novice. It is of no 
use teaching philosophy to one who already knows it. What could be 
more ridiculous than two philosophers with their heads together, coo 

ing and congratulating over an interior revelation which neither 

could tell the other or anybody else ? But bring your philosopher to 
the test of writing a dictionary?make him say that which shall stand 

self-explanatory, and then let us ask if either of Mr. Kroeger's an 

swers to Pilate's question would be satisfactory. One answer is: 

"truth is simply a word." That would never do in a dictionary: 
boot-jack is also a word, yet not like truth, although it has a double 

tongue. The other answer is in effect: 
" 

truth " is a phenomenal rela 

tion to the mind, like " causality : " but this would not pass, for many 
reasons, not the least of which is that explanatory knowledge cannot 
be phenomenal because knowledge alone is competent to itself?while 
" 

causality 
" is an illusion of sense and time, and is invisible from the 

standpoint whence all things always are, under the form of eternity. 
Death also is a word for a relation to the mind, but it is a fair ques 
tion what death is, as aside from what it appears. 

And, by the way, how have the lexicographers met this demand 

upon their philosophical skill ? Certainly no better than other folk of 
less pretension. What says Mr. Webster to Pilate's question?or 

rather, what says another professor who does the unabridged philo 

sophical in Webster's dictionary ? Truth is thus defined : " Exact ac 
cordance to that which is, has been, or shall be;" I shall not dispute 
this as an aphorism, but some vulgar questions arise: Besides what 

is, is there more which accords to it ? What accords to that which is? 
?that which is not? or does that which is accord to itself in a self 
relation ? Take another of his definitions?Being: this he defines as 
" 

existence;" that is, the being of " things." But it does not require 
much study to perceive that being, pure and simple, were the same 
whether as the being of these things or others or none at all; that be 

ing is supposed to be thought. Take another of his definitions?iden 

tity : this is defined " sameness." Yet this same is another; same 
ness is of two or more ; and the identity of otherness is one with the 

identity of sameness, etc., etc. 

This is not very successful defining we will all admit, but who gives 
us any better ? or can a word define a thought, or put it where it was 
not before ? Can you tell a man what black is, if he does not know 
beforehand ? no better than you can tell him the truth of the tooth 
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ache. Even so, Mr. Kroeger infers a man must have the phenomenal 
relation of truth in his own experience, and it is not to be referred or 

explained but identified, and raises no question if only it is called by 
its conventional name. This may be a correct statement, but is it not 

empirical ? Is it not in the spirit by which Fichte said, "Ask not for 
the how; be satisfied with the fact?" Is it in the manner of one 

who would make self-determination the final explanation ? 

Pilate might have heard all that Mr. Kroeger has said of truth, and 
then have said impatiently: 

" 
Yes, yes ! I know?I want the good 

man to tell me of this 'relation to the mind,' what distinguishes it from 
false conviction, etc." And haply he had dreamed that being was 

thought, and that thought was the universe?was All and at once the 

knowledge of All, and as knowledge was all, the truth of All was the 
relation of thought to itself. Now why did not Mr. Kroeger say that 
truth was thought's one and only relation to itself? 

I have a notion as to why he did not say this : it was because this 
answer is as dark as the question ; it was because there is at least an 

immense difficulty in using generals without particulars?in telling 

pure reason?in giving out a " 
content of the speculative." If the 

mind can think the mind and think erroneously, the relation of 
thought to the thinker is not necessarily truth. 

In any method of immediate thought with which we are acquainted 
self-relation impeaches itself. Truth as a relation to the mind infers 
a likeness, an accordance, a correlation in thought, which splits 

thought as All in two, and declares that truth is when thought is as it 
knows, or when the two items of being and knowing are?what? 

alike? or the same? or one? when the two are one! and the one i& 
other, and the same! According to Mr. Kroeger being and thought 
are not the same ; the words indicate a distinction; yet only in their 
identity is truth possible?and in their difference. 
The difficulty in the mind of Pilate may have been as to whether 

the particular truly represents the general, or is at all necessary to the 

general; and if we are to hold that the general is not obtained through 
the particular?that our ideas are not all from the senses and experi 
ence (which is the only hope of immortality because, if all our ideas 
did not come through the senses, some of them may survive the 

senses)?and that there may be generals which have no particulars 

(for example the infinite,) then it may be correct to say that pure rea 

son does not descend to nor rise from formal expression, and philos 

ophy does not survive the senses and the formal imagination, which 
now make philosophy by trying to embrace the general as speculative 
content. 

But Mr. Kroeger attempts to knock Pilate down with his Fichtean 
"is" Truth does not is, says Mr. K., and it is silly to ask how it ises; 
a thing is according to our knowledge of it, or its appearance, and its 

reality may not all have ised; the thing in itself we may not know,. 
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for it may is out other appearauces hereafter, etc. I do not see this 

clearly. If the "thing in itself" is mind, or thought, and self-know 
ledge is the universe, it would seem that the "thing in itself" is 

known, and there is nought else to be known. 
If we could get thoroughly at this "is," then we might better de 

cide whether and how truth is. I have a notion that the content of 
the speculative, though now it is not, must be made to is before there 
can be Philosophy taught. And let not Mr. K. be discouraged, but 
set right off and go measuring the infinite, and if by pursuing a 

straight course he comes upon his tracks again he may swear that he 
has made a circle, and the All, though infinite to sense and imagina 
tion, is One in reason ; then by counting his tracks he may construct 
a method, or system, which may be relied upon in predicating forms 
of the formless?which will put the back and the front of his head 

together, the general and particular together, and find an is which 
shall not only predicate the ex-istence of Being, but shall serve as well 
for Seyn as for Daseyn. Now truth according to Fichte would 
occur thus: Being ex-ists, or is: the existence or manifestation of 

Being, whereby and wherein it is (or tees,) is Knowledge; and Truth 

will occur when the knowledge or existence and the Being or inhe 
rence shall-what ? conform ? no, for existence is itself the " form " 

of the otherwise formless being; the general cannot conform to the 

particular, but dwells only in the "form of eternity." And see how 

utterly empirical all this is. Knowledge comes forth according to 

Being, and is secondary and not a principle; all first is, and only sec 

ondarily is known?or, fate is the basis of being. But the truth which 

we seek, and the only truth which is now held to be explanatory, is 

not in an observation of a process of being or becoming or existing, 
but in a process of perceiving that which eternally abides; for in truth 
all things always are. So that if we are anywhere near correctness 

when we declare that the only possible explanation or truth of the 

total is self-relation?a possibility or truth only to the general faculty 
of mind, and to the particular faculty a contradiction?and if this 

self-relation is self-knowledge, which not by any exertion but by a ne 

cessity of reason is self-determination, and if this cannot be thought 
out and understood in any immediacy of imaginative or formal 

thought, but must he confessed as the conclusion of an approved pro 
cess of thinking?if truth is to be sought and gathered by the appli 
cation and test of the right system, rather than formally pictured by 
the mind's eye, then is it not a fair question : What is truth ? aud the 

same whether we refer to truth in general or in particular? If it is 

not a fair question then we particulars should be as well contented to 

abide as we are, or to set back deeper into our particularity and sen 

sual limits, and filling our bellies with wine, to hoot at reason and 

the gods. Mr. K. surely does not mean us to infer that we all know 

the truth already. You, Mr. Editor, designate truth as "the form of 
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the total," and you believe " truth can be known by the thinking rea 
son." I suppose Mr. Kroeger also to know the truth, but he pays me 
too great a compliment if he says that I know it also, in any other 
sense than that in which Euthydemus said Socrates knew all things,, 
for of course the latter could not mention anything in instance of 
what he did not know. I know enough of truth to mention it, and to 

distinguish it from whiteness and sourness, etc., and even so I know 

the number of sands on the seashore ; but to say I know " the form 
of the total " in such a sense that I see how the positive is constituted 
out of the negative?how all eternally abides?were to say a good deal. 

To say I know that Being and Nought are equal, simply because both 
are alike undetermined, and that the particulars under the general 
Being, need no more invention nor explanation than so many void 

spaces?that because positive infers negative, and light infers dark 

ness, so a certain region in general nothingness infers a cotton-gin?or 
that any amount of sleep and death and darkness infers conscious 
soul?or that because the reason of things is and must be reason, the 

reason of things is my reason, or reasonable to me without further in 

quiry, is to hold me at least wiser than most folks. I should know 
also the False, and the Grotesque?for the wise Greek who carved the 
statue of Jupiter cut a baboon's head on the arm of his throne. Shall 
not truth as the form of the total embrace the false and the illusive ? 
Is not the illusive, as empirical fact, as true as the real ? death as true 
as life ? When I think of these things, and remember how we weary 
of monotony and sameness, I dread lest the knowledge of an unchang 

ing total should stale within the soul, and make her pine for a Mys 
tery, a Contingency, a Fate, and make her cry with Tithonus "release 
me and restore me to the ground." Many evidences indicate that the 
truth is just this mixture of certainty and uncertainty. Moreover, in 
the anaesthetic revelation 1 have a " 

light that was never on laud or 

sea," a light which belongs and abides only about the anaesthetic con 

dition, and which normally I can neither utter, remember, nor think 

of, and of which all the books I can read fail utterly to remind me. 

Still I read on, cherishing for the professors of philosophy a most cor 

dial fraternal feeling, and hoping yet to "know how it is myself." If 
a man says he knows, I am ready to believe him ; but if I knew, it 
seems to me I should be that happy and contented that I would not 
call even a dog "silly," much less lament over the shallowness of 

Plato, whose private conclusions are not very well known to us. But 

this is a matter of personal disposition. 

Now let me sum up, and set forth Mr. Kroeger's position, and see 

what he says. Truth in the vulgar acceptation is the likeness or cor 

rectness of any pretended representation ; but on second thought, to 

represent a thing absolutely were to double it in place and time, and 

hence all pretense of actual representation is questionable to the vul 
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gar mind; the substance is not in the picture, nor is the actual life in 
the story that is told. The question then arises, what is absolute 
truth ? and we see that absolute truth is possible only when know 
ledge is itself the objective substance of* knowledge; and here the 
after-thought arises that the truth of knowing-being, in order to retain 
the vulgar notion of likeness, must have two items in order to like 
ness of them?for if knowing-being were absolutely one, truth would 
be squeezed out of it. But to hold being and knowing as two, is to 
have one element in the world which is beyond knowledge, has not 
its principle in knowledge, aud therefore is blind and unsafe. To ob 
viate all this a new art of thinking became necessary?the art of think 

ing self-relation?an art above the antagonism of sense and reason. 

Now it is the progress (whether individual or collective) of fhis art 
of thinking, wherein the old duplexity is obviated, which raises in 
lower minds a question to the higher as to what is meant by truth, or, 

what becomes of the likeness between the two sides of the old duplex 
ity when the absolute becomes one. In the new method of thinking 
the immediate is not the true, in knowledge, and the conclusion is 
formless save as it has the form of a system by which truth is found 
but not seen. But when this process has obtained such a perfect tech 

nique or mechanism that it can be used for immediate knowing, then 
the old likeness will be restored or retained by absolute dialectic. 
Now Mr. Kroeger seems to believe or think that as truth is a common 

phenomenon of intelligence, all' question in regard of it only presup 
poses the mind's consciousness of such a relation, which, like pain, we 
all have by experience, and any question of " what it is " is silly if we 

only use the word conventionally; if a man shouts "Oh!" when he 

is hurt, that settles the question of what is the matter with him. So 
in all our uneasiness and perplexity in this existence, if we so state 

the phenomena of our condition that other men identify it, all curios 

ity looking to the solution of our doubts and the relief of our anxiety 
by solving the puzzle which we are, is impertinent and vain. To me 
it seems that Mr. Kroeger has not spoken relevantly of his rubric, and 

that at least a part of life's puzzle is to tell tohat the puzzle is?that is, 
to state the problem of philosophy : What is Philosophy ? And on 
this theme I would be glad to hear him. 
With high regard for all who even try to know the truth, I remain 

your obedient servant, Benjamin Paul Blood. 

Amsterdam, N. Y., December, 1875. 
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